British Canoeing Events
Independent Board Member

Introduction
British Canoeing Events is a subsidiary
company of British Canoeing.
The role of the Board of British Canoeing
Events is to ensure robust governance
around the international events which are
secured by British Canoeing and which will
be delivered through British Canoeing
Events.

The Board will be responsible for
approving and monitoring the strategic
plan around the events, ensuring that the
necessary financial and human resources
are in place for the company to meet its
objectives, monitoring risk and ensuring
that the events are delivered in line with
the comprehensive policy framework
within British Canoeing Events.

Role Description
The Role: To serve as an Independent
Member of the Board of British
Canoeing Events
The Term: An initial term of 4 years
with an option to extend for a second
term

Responsibilities
Each board member is expected to apply
their specific skills, knowledge or
experience to help the board reach sound
decisions and make a practical
contribution according to their particular
knowledge, skills or experience. This will
involve:
Ensuring that British Canoeing Events
discharges its duties in a legal and
effective manner
Scrutinising board papers, attending
2/3 board meetings per year and
participating in Board discussions to
ensure the effective governance of
British Canoeing Events
Bringing independent judgement to the
decision making processes of the
Board
Ensuring that the British Canoeing
Events planning and budgeting
processes are carried out in
accordance with the Articles and
Governance Policy of the Company
Ensuring that British Canoeing Events
establishes the necessary and
appropriate Policies and that these are
implemented appropriately

Directors have Statutory
Responsibilities to;
Act in accordance with the Articles,
and to use powers only for the
purposes for which they were
conferred
Promote the success of the
organisation for the achievement of the
objects
Exercise independent judgment
Exercise reasonable care, skill and
diligence.
Avoid conflicts of interest
Declare to the other directors any
conflicts of interest

Person Specification
Specific Requirements
A good understanding of corporate
governance as it relates to event
delivery and an appreciation of operating
within an event delivery organization.
Understanding the requirements of the
many partnership and stakeholder
relationships within the Event delivery
structure
An interest in sport
A Director of the Company is expected to;
Be committed to and supportive of the
purpose, objects, values and values of
the organisation
Be constructive about other board
members’ opinions during discussions
and in response to the contributions of
staff during meetings
Be able to act reasonably and
responsibly when carrying out the role of
board member, understanding and
accepting their legal duties
Maintain confidentiality on sensitive and
confidential information
Recognise when conflicts of interest
occur; acknowledge them and act
appropriately in accordance with their
legal duties
Understand the purpose of meetings,
prepare for them adequately and attend
regularly

Be able to analyse information,
including financial data and when
necessary, challenge constructively
Be able to make collective decisions
and to stand by, and explain, those
decisions
Be able to work in a team
Be committed to equality and diversity
To exercise independent judgement

